ELODIE

ABOUT 1838

At the heart of 1838 is a celebration of design and
craftsmanship. A luxury brand manufacturing all wallpapers
at our factory in Lancashire, England. The name evokes the
deep roots of wallpaper innovation, for 1838 was the year
the first wallpaper machine was pioneered, just a few miles
away from the factory.
A family owned business, 1838 Wallcoverings is led by
brother and sister team James and Abigail Watson, whose
family has over four generations of wallpaper printing
experience.
All wallpapers are manufactured using water based, nontoxic inks, which are environmentally safe and printed on
responsibly sourced, recyclable, non woven substrates.

THE WALLPAPERS
Another of Elodie’s riches is the captivating
mix of printed effects and luxurious substrates,
championing the true craft of wallpaper
manufacture.
Surface printing is a heritage wallpaper printing
technique and forms patterns that look as
though they have been painted by hand;
works of art for your walls. Printed by skilled
craftsmen on original, rare machinery dating
back over 100 years, Elodie rekindles the
traditions of British craftmanship.
Select patterns are adorned with lavish,
velvety flocks, glistening beads, high sheen
foils, contemporary metallics and textured
inks, bringing them to life to form unique,
resplendent interiors.

THE ART DECO TREND

THE COLOUR PALETTE

Elodie is a fitting title for the opulent collection, as this
French girl’s name means wealth and riches.

A bold colour palette of luxurious hues allows homeowners and interior designers to express their creativity and
create a mood of eye-catching extravagance.

Rich in colour, design styles and luxurious embellishments,
Elodie is inspired by Art Deco, a key interior trend.

Neo Mint
A hot colour trend, this soft pastel
shade gives an almost futuristic look to
the calming greenery of nature.

Nostalgic trends are continuing to revive the glorious eras of
the past and here curved forms and geometric lines tap into
the glamour of a bygone time. Deco styles and shapes take
centre stage and simple 1930’s stencil type florals and prints
add a naïve quality.
In the 1920’s and 30’s Art Deco represented the
combination of different styles with fine craftsmanship and
luxurious materials, and our interpretation of the trend is
perfectly in keeping with this spirit. Indulgent substrates,
heritage printing techniques, decadent details and a
sumptuous colour palette, not only capture the Zeitgeist
of the past, but reinvent it for today’s interior schemes.

Ever Popular Pinks
Most covetable shades of dusky rose
and warming cassis infuse a blissful
and serene ambience.

Blues
From soft pastel to deep, moody
midnight, beautifully mixed with rose
golds and delicate blush tones.

METRO

LE TOUCAN

Jet 1907-140-03

Pale Blue 1907-135-01

Amber Glow 1907-140-04

Cassis 1907-140-02

Midnight 1907-140-01

Amber Glow 1907-135-04

Emerald 1907-135-03

Soft Grey 1907-135-06

Mustard 1907-140-07

Sand 1907-140-06

Soft Grey 1907-140-05

Rose 1907-135-02

Charcoal 1907-135-05

Hand-Painted Effect Detail

Interlocking symmetrical lines create this stylish geometric design, typical of the Art Deco period.

A statement design inspired by a vintage 1930’s poster and skilfully given hand-painted qualities.

CLARICE

ASTORIA

Midnight Flock 1907-139-01

Cantaloupe 1907-138-04

Emerald 1907-138-02

Jet 1907-138-03

Soft Blue 1907-138-01

Strikingly individual 1930’s floral with a retro vibe on bold, contrasting grounds.

Ivory Flock 1907-139-02

Jet Flock 1907-139-03

Neo Mint Foil 1907-139-05

Midnight Flock 1907-139-01

Pearl Bead 1907-139-04

Pearl Bead Detail

An Art Deco inspired fan design in the most indulgent techniques overlaid onto luxurious textures.

MAISON

ROSETTA

Soft Grey 1907-137-04

Ivory 1907-137-01

Jet 1907-136-03

Neo Mint 1907-137-03

Rose 1907-137-02

Beautiful illustrative houses standing in a row creating quirky angles to give this design its vintage charm.

Midnight 1907-136-01

Neo Mint 1907-136-04

Rose 1907-136-02

A simple take on a 1930’s floral with delicate, meandering leaves and flowers giving a naïve, stencil-like quality.

ELODIE

EMILE

Ivory 1907-141-08

Sand 1907-141-04

Rose 1907-141-02

Neo Mint 1907-141-05

Mustard 1907-141-07

Emerald 1907-141-03

Midnight 1907-141-01

Jet 1907-141-06

Coral 1907-142-03

Burnished Foil 1907-142-04

Ivory 1907-142-01

Honey 1907-142-02

Ideal for all four walls of your room, this small-scale Deco fan has a folded paper pattern and soft tonal washes.

Luxuriously coloured crackle texture with opulent metallic highlights.

1838wallcoverings.com

